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Since we first opened our doors to the public in February 1856, the Library has grown to span an entire city block, adding all manner of reading rooms, galleries, exhibition spaces, lecture halls and venues.
The Library's name has also changed over the years, beginning with Melbourne Public Library in 1856, adding the Museum and National Gallery in 1869, and being renamed State Library of Victoria in 1960 and State Library Victoria in 2017.
Similarly, the Library's spaces have gone by many different names. Today the Library continues to evolve, with brand-new spaces such as the four Quad Quarters joining the refreshed Swanston Street Welcome Zone and the renovated historical gem that is The Ian Potter Queen's Hall.
Explore our many magnificent spaces below.

 [image: foyer with people entering library]Swanston Street Welcome Zone
The Library's original entrance provides a grand but inviting entry to the foyer, known as the Swanston Street Welcome Zone.


 
 [image: long view of grand hall with skylights and coffered ceiling]The Ian Potter Queen's Hall
The Ian Potter Queen's Hall is the jewel in the Library's collection of unique heritage spaces.


 
 [image: Horizontal view of reading desks and gallery balconies in octagonal reading room]La Trobe Reading Room
The magnificent octagonal domed reading room is both a quiet space for study and an iconic Melbourne location to take an unforgettable selfie.


 
 [image: three teenagers reading a book]Pauline Gandel Children's Quarter
The Pauline Gandel Children's Quarter is a free space designed by kids, for kids – to read, learn and play.


 
 [image: heritage reading room with mezzanine balconies, glass roof, shelves of books and study tables]Redmond Barry Reading Room
The Redmond Barry Reading Room is one of the Library's main research and reading spaces.


 
 [image: alt]Victoria Gallery
Endowed by the John and Myriam Wylie Foundation, the Victoria Gallery is the Library's newest exhibition space.


 
 [image: Library Russell Street foyer with cafe customers, whie pillars and people at desks]Russell Street Welcome Zone
The Russell Street Welcome Zone is a vibrant space for visitors to meet up, collaborate, relax with a coffee or shop for books.


 
 [image: people standing and seated in meeting space]Hansen Hall
Supported by the Hansen Little Foundation, Hansen Hall is a large collaborative working space located within the Swanston Street Welcome Zone.


 
 [image: people seated at tables in information centre]The Quad
The heart of the Library, the Quad's four activity hubs flank the central information centre.


 
 [image: alt]Conversation Quarter
The Conversation Quarter, endowed by the Hansen Little Foundation, connects the Library across Victoria and around the world.


 
 [image: people working at a long table]Create Quarter
The Create Quarter features spaces for group work and schools, and a calendar of pop-up talks and programs.


 
 [image: An empty stage with couches, chairs and a guitar faces rows of tables and seats]Isabella Fraser Room
The Isabella Fraser Room is the Library's newest venue and dedicated events space.


 
 [image: alt]Cowen Gallery
The softly lit Cowen Gallery is part art exhibition space, part information hub.


 
 [image: Armour of Ned Kelly in a glass display box ]South Rotunda
The South Rotunda hosts small exhibitions and provides access to the Heritage Collections Reading Room.


 
 [image: Wide angle view of the North Rotunda at State Library Victoria. The room is painted red and features artwork from the State Collection hung salon-style on its walls. There is a visitor viewing the artwork on the right side of the room.]North Rotunda
The North Rotunda is an intimate gallery and event space.


 
 [image: alt]Arts Reading Room
The tranquil and restful Arts Reading Room is a quiet space to sit back and watch a DVD, listen to a CD or browse the latest cultural magazines.


 
 [image: alt]Newspapers & Family History Reading Rooms
The reading rooms share a stunning heritage gallery, featuring a magnificent curved coffered ceiling and new digital technology.


 
 [image: Playing chess in the chess room]Chess collection
The Ian Potter Queen's Hall is home to one of the world’s largest collections devoted to the ‘game of kings’. 


 
 [image: Picture of Village Roadshow Theatrette]Conference Centre
The Conference Centre's flexible spaces include the State Library Victoria Theatrette and five light-filled seminar rooms.


 
 [image: Two women and a man working on laptops at a table]Ideas Quarter
Home to StartSpace, the Ideas Quarter is Victoria's first public resource centre for emerging entrepreneurs.


 
 [image: alt]Keith Murdoch Gallery
One of the most historic parts of the Library, the Keith Murdoch Gallery is a superior exhibition space.


 







   Become a member
 [image: A large, imposing octagonal desk sits in the centre of a room]
Unlock our collection with a free Library membership. Join now




  A little history
 [image: Reading room in the 1940s]
Take a tour through the history of our building.




  Hire our spaces
 [image: alt]
Our magnificent spaces are perfect venues for special events and functions. Find out more.




  Shop our collection
 [image: A tote bag with an illustration of peonies]
Buy unique & beautiful items curated by State Library Victoria at our online shop.







 

Opening hours
The Library building is open 10am-6pm daily.
Please keep in touch with us through our website and social media. 
See all opening hours

Contact us
Ask a librarian

State Library Victoria
 328 Swanston Street
 Melbourne 3000
 Australia
 Phone
03 8664 7000

Other ways to contact us
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Sign up to our newsletters
Browse our blog
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State Library Victoria acknowledges the traditional lands of all the Victorian Aboriginal clans, and their cultural practices and knowledge systems.
We recognise that our collections hold traditional cultural knowledge belonging to Indigenous communities in Victoria and around the country. We support communities to protect the integrity of this information, gathered from their Ancestors in the colonial period.
We pay our respects to their Elders, past and present, who have handed down these systems of practice to each new generation for millennia.
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